Compared to objects, pictures of faces elicit a larger early electromagnetic response at occipito-temporal sites on the human scalp, with an onset of 130 ms and a peak at about 170 ms. This N170 face effect is larger in the right than the left hemisphere and has been associated with the early categorization of the stimulus as a face. Here we tested whether this effect can be observed in the absence of some of the visual areas showing a preferential response to faces as typically identified in neuroimaging. Event-related potentials were recorded in response to faces, cars, and their phase-scrambled versions in a well-known brain-damaged case of prosopagnosia (PS). Despite the patient's right inferior occipital gyrus lesion encompassing the most posterior cortical area showing preferential response to faces ("occipital face area"), we identified an early face-sensitive component over the right occipito-temporal hemisphere of the patient that was identified as the N170. A second experiment supported this conclusion, showing the typical N170 increase of latency and amplitude in response to inverted faces. In contrast, there was no N170 in the left hemisphere, where PS has a lesion to the middle fusiform gyrus and shows no evidence of face-preferential response in neuroimaging (no left "fusiform face area"). These results were replicated by a magnetoencephalographic investigation of the patient, disclosing a M170 component only in the right hemisphere. These observations indicate that facepreferential activation in the inferior occipital cortex is not necessary to elicit early visual responses associated with face perception (N170/M170) on the human scalp.These results further suggest that when the right inferior occipital cortex is damaged, the integrity of the middle fusiform gyrus and/or the superior temporal sulcus -two areas showing facepreferential responses in the patient's right hemisphere -might be necessary to generate the N170 effect.
INTRODUCTION
Faces are the most frequent and important stimuli we encounter in our social life and the question of how they are perceived has received considerable interest in cognitive neuroscience. Although the extensive research during the last decades has advanced our understanding of the neural mechanisms underlying face perception, still little is known about the functional role of the brain areas involved and the temporal dynamics of the process. Studies of patients with acquired prosopagnosia, who are unable to recognize faces after brain injury (Bodamer, 1947) , are useful in this endeavor. Together with electrophysiological and neuroimaging research in animals and healthy humans, such lesion studies have helped to demonstrate the importance of a wide set of areas responding specifically or preferentially to faces in the occipitotemporal cortex, with a dominance of the right hemisphere (e.g., Damasio et al., 1982; Sergent and Signoret, 1992; Allison et al., 1994 Allison et al., , 1999 Puce et al., 1995; Kanwisher et al., 1997; Gauthier et al., 2000; Haxby et al., 2000; Barton et al., 2002; Henson et al., 2003; Rossion et al., 2003a; Bouvier and Engel, 2006; Ishai, 2008; Tsao et al., 2008) .
The combination of neuroimaging with the study of braindamaged patients provides important further constraints on the functional organization of this set of areas (Marotta et al., 2001; Rossion, 2008) . For instance, in the normal brain, preferential activation to faces is generally observed concomitantly at least in the inferior occipital gyrus (so-called "occipital face area," OFA, see Pitcher et al., 2011 for a review), the middle fusiform gyrus (the so-called "fusiform face area," FFA; Kanwisher et al., 1997; see Kanwisher and Yovel, 2006 for a review), and the posterior section of the superior temporal sulcus (pSTS; e.g., Puce et al., 1995; see Haxby et al., 2000; Gobbini and Haxby, 2007 for reviews). Interestingly, despite a right hemisphere lesion to the inferior occipital gyrus leading to prosopagnosia, and thus no evidence of an OFA activation, one can still observe right FFA and pSTS activation (Rossion et al., 2003a; Sorger et al., 2007 : patient PS; see also Steeves et al., 2006 for evidence of bilateral FFA activation in patient DF with bilateral inferior occipital lesions encompassing the OFA). This latter observation challenges a strictly hierarchical view of the neural basis of face perception (e.g., Haxby et al., 2000; Fairhall and Ishai, 2007; Pitcher et al., 2007; Ishai, 2008) rather suggesting that in the intact human brain there may be direct pathways from early visual areas to the middle fusiform gyrus and pSTS, bypassing a face-preferential activation in the inferior occipital cortex (i.e., in particular to FFA bypassing OFA, Rossion et al., 2003a; Rossion, 2008; Atkinson and Adolphs, 2011) . One purpose of a hypothetical direct ventral pathway to the middle fusiform gyrus might be to categorize the visual stimulus as a face based on an initial, coarse, holistic/configural representation (Rossion, 2008; Goffaux et al., 2011; .
According to this view, preferential activation to faces in the human brain should have an early onset time, irrespective of the integrity of the inferior occipital cortex (i.e., any OFA activation). To corroborate this hypothesis, knowledge about the activation time course of face-preferential areas in normal observers and brain-damaged patients could be useful. Unfortunately, the time course of activation cannot be directly measured in these areas in the normal human brain. Currently, recordings of electrical (electroencephalography, EEG) and magnetic fields (magnetoencephalography, MEG) on the human scalp are the only noninvasive methods that provide information at sufficient temporal resolution (i.e., milliseconds), albeit with a poor spatial resolution. These studies have identified an occipito-temporal event-related potential (ERP) of negative polarity on the human scalp, the N170, which appears between 130 and 170 ms after stimulus onset and increases its amplitude when faces are presented compared to other object categories (e.g., Bötzel et al., 1995; Bentin et al., 1996 ; for earlier studies on the positive counterpart of N170, see Jeffreys, 1989 ; for a review of N170 face-sensitivity, see Rossion and Jacques, 2008) . Although MEG is sensitive to only a subset of the sources generating the EEG scalp components (i.e., tangential sources), MEG studies have also reported an increased M170 in response to faces (e.g., Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 1998; Halgren et al., 2000) . This increased amplitude has been named the N170/M170 face effect and represents a temporal marker of the first and most consistent electrophysiological response to faces in the human brain (see Rossion and Jacques, 2008) , a response that cannot be accounted for by low-level visual features (Rossion and Caharel, 2011) . Even though there is no agreement about the exact neural sources of this component, the posterior and middle sections of the fusiform gyrus have been identified as primary contributors of the scalp component in many source localization studies (e.g., Bötzel et al., 1995; Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 1998; Watanabe et al., 1999 Watanabe et al., , 2003 Deffke et al., 2007; Henson et al., 2009) possibly with an additional contribution of the pSTS (Itier and Taylor, 2004) .
Although confronting the anatomical, neuropsychological, and electrophysiological profiles of patients with acquired prosopagnosia can help to determine the neurofunctional dynamics of face perception, such studies are scarce (for ERP studies on patients with congenital/developmental prosopagnosia, see, e.g., Bentin et al., 1999 Bentin et al., , 2007 Minnebusch et al., 2007) and their implications generally remain at the functional level. For instance, Renault et al. (1989) showed evidence for covert (i.e., non-conscious) recognition of faces in a case of prosopagnosia using the P300 amplitude and latency difference for familiar and unfamiliar face processing (see also Bobes et al., 2003 for similar evidence in another case using a face identity matching paradigm). Eimer and McCarthy (1999) reported an absence of N170 component in their case of acquired prosopagnosia, providing ERP evidence that the patient's encoding of face representations was impaired. However, most recently, Dalrymple et al. (2011) reported the ERP data of five patients with acquired prosopagnosia whose lesions and facesensitive cortical areas had been well defined. Two patients with lesions sparing the cortical territory of the posterior face-sensitive areas (FFA, OFA, pSTS) presented with normal N170 face effect in the right hemisphere. In contrast, two patients with lesions encompassing both the right OFA and FFA did not present with a N170 face effect. Interestingly, a fifth patient who had brain damage encompassing the right FFA but not the OFA presented with a N170 face effect. The authors concluded that at least two of the three major functional areas must be functionally intact to generate the N170 face effect. However, to be correct, this claim still has to be substantiated by the demonstration of a normal N170 face effect when damage concerns the right inferior occipital gyrus, with no OFA activation, while the two main anterior components of the right hemisphere cortical face network (FFA, pSTS) are spared. More generally, to our knowledge, there is no report of a right N170 face effect in a patient with acquired prosopagnosia who has a right hemisphere lesion limited to the inferior occipital gyrus while sparing both the middle fusiform gyrus and pSTS. That is, one cannot exclude from previous studies that the integrity of the right inferior occipital gyrus alone, encompassing the right OFA, is necessary for observing early face-sensitive responses on the scalp.
This issue was addressed in the present study, in which electromagnetic recordings on the scalp of the brain-damaged patient PS mentioned above are reported for the first time when the patient is stimulated with faces, objects, and visual stimuli controlling for low-level visual features. According to the Section "Introduction" above, this endeavor is important for at least two reasons. First, to test the hypothesis that a lesion of the right inferior occipital cortex, which removes any face-preferential response in this region (i.e., no right OFA,"rOFA," Rossion et al., 2003a) , does not prevent the observation of early face-preferential responses (N170/M170) over the right hemisphere. Such an observation would provide indirect evidence that face-sensitive activation as recorded in fMRI in high-level areas (FFA and pSTS) may have an early onset time of activation despite no relay in the inferior occipital gyrus, and therefore may arise through direct feedforward inputs from early visual areas. Alternatively, if an early face-preferential potential cannot be observed over PS' right hemisphere, it might be argued that FFA and pSTS activation to faces in the patient's brain as described in previous studies is rather driven by top-down processes, as could be alternatively hypothesized (e.g., Kleinschmidt and Cohen, 2006) . Second, patient PS has a lesion in the left hemisphere showing the reverse pattern to the right hemisphere damage: it encompasses the whole left middle fusiform gyrus, without evidence of left FFA activation, while the left inferior occipital cortex remains structurally intact (Figure 1) . Hence, comparing the N170 recorded on the right vs. the left hemisphere in this patient might be particularly informative as to the contribution of the FFA to the N170 recorded on the scalp: the presence of an N170 on the right but not on the left hemisphere would strongly suggest that the FFA plays a major role in generating the N170 face effect.
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www.frontiersin.org FIGURE 1 | Brain damage profile of the acquired prosopagnosia patient PS. This patient has damage to the left middle fusiform gyrus and a small lesion to the right middle temporal gyrus, but her main lesion, thought to be instrumental in causing her prosopagnosia, concerns the right inferior occipital cortex (line crossing). This lesion does not prevent a preferential activation for faces in the right middle fusiform gyrus (FFA; here as the result of a combined analysis of six functional localizer runs, contrasting faces and object pictures in a face localizer contrast, see Sorger et al., 2007 for details) . Although this region responds preferentially to faces, it does not show the normal release to adaptation to different facial identities, in line with the difficulties of the patient in individualizing faces. TRA, transverse plane; COR, coronal plane; SAG, sagittal plane; R, right.
In addition, with respect to the previous ERP studies of cases of acquired prosopagnosia cited above, the present study presents with several particular interests. First, it focuses on a patient whose impairment in face perception/recognition is well characterized and restricted to faces (e.g., , who has been studied extensively in fMRI (e.g., Rossion et al., 2003a; Sorger et al., 2007) and for whom a demonstration of early facesensitive responses would have theoretical implications for the neural dynamics of face perception, as explained above. Second, the single-case tested here was stimulated with visual stimuli matched for low-level properties with faces and objects as in a recent study (Rossion and Caharel, 2011) . Third, multiple EEG recordings (eight, in four sessions) were made to ensure replicability of the findings. Fourth, PS was also tested in a MEG experiment for converging evidence since MEG is less affected by signal distortions caused by the skull and scalp than is EEG, an important consideration when studying patients with brain damage. Finally, since one of the most characteristic signatures of the N170 as recorded in the normal adult brain is its increased latency and amplitude to inverted faces (e.g., Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 1998; Rossion et al., 1999; Itier et al., 2007) , a second experiment was performed on PS in which upright and inverted faces were presented, in order to help identifying the component in the patient's brain and characterize its response properties.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

PARTICIPANTS
Patient PS
The patient PS, whose case has been first reported by Rossion et al. (2003a) , has been described in detail in numerous previous studies. Briefly, PS was born in 1950 and sustained a closed head injury in 1992 that left her with extensive lesions of the left mid-ventral (mainly fusiform gyrus) and the right inferior occipital cortex (Figure 1) . Her visual field is almost full (small left paracentral scotoma, see Sorger et al., 2007) and her visual acuity is below normal but good (0.8 for both eyes as tested in August 2003, see Sorger et al., 2007 for all information about the patient's lesions).
PS' only continuing complain is a profound difficulty in recognizing familiar faces, including those of her family when they are presented out of context. This impairment in face recognition and individual face discrimination has been formally established in several behavioral studies with classical neuropsychological tests as well as individual face matching and recognition computer tasks (see Rossion et al., 2003a; Schiltz and Rossion, 2006; . Importantly, PS does not present any difficulty in recognizing and discriminating non-face objects, even when finegrained discrimination is required, and when considering both accuracy rates and response times (Rossion et al., 2003a; Schiltz and Rossion, 2006; .
Normal controls
In EEG Experiment 1, faces vs. objects, the sample of control participants consisted of 11 paid female volunteers (mean age = 23 ± 2.45 years), with the data of four of them having been included in a larger sample of males and females subjects in a recent study (Rossion and Caharel, 2011) . In Experiment 2, inverted faces, eight paid female volunteers were tested (mean age = 21.43 ± 2.57 years). Four age-matched female controls (mean age = 59.33 ± 2.52 years) were also tested in each experiment to account for potential age-related effects on early visual ERPs that were of interest in the present study. All participants but one were right handed and all had normal or correctedto-normal vision. They gave their informed consent after detailed information about the experiment was provided. The study was approved by the ethical committee of the Université catholique de Louvain and was in agreement with the Declaration of Helsinki.
STIMULI
Experiment 1: faces vs. objects and scrambled stimuli
Two sets of 43 colored photographs of full front faces and cars were used (Figure 2) . Two additional sets of stimuli were built by scrambling the faces and the cars using a Fourier phase randomization procedure (Nasanen, 1999 ; Figure 2 ). This procedure leads to different scrambled stimuli than used in several previous ERP Frontiers in Human Neuroscience www.frontiersin.org studies, in which face components are swapped (e.g., George et al., 1996) or pieces of the stimuli are exchanged so that the faces and objects are not recognizable (e.g., Allison et al., 1994; Bentin et al., 1996) . Here, as in a few previous studies (e.g., Watanabe et al., 2003; Rousselet et al., 2005) , the phase spectrum of the images with random values, keeping their amplitude spectrum unaltered. It yields images that preserve the global low-level properties of the originals (i.e., luminance, global contrast, color, spatial frequency) while destroying their shape (for all details about the stimuli, see Rossion and Caharel, 2011) . This particular set of stimuli (faces, cars, and their scrambled counterparts) have been used in recent studies in order to (1) localize the human brain areas responding preferentially or selectively to faces in fMRI (e.g., and (2) disentangle low-level from high-level visual factors as contributing to differences between faces and other stimuli on early visual ERPs (e.g., Rossion and Caharel, 2011) . All stimuli subtended ∼3.72˚× 4.24˚of visual angle and they were displayed using E-prime 1.1, on a light gray background.
Experiment 2: face inversion
Photographs of 30 front view faces (15 females) without glasses, facial hair, or make-up, and with neutral expression were used (Figure 2) . Inverted (flipped) versions of the 30 faces were also presented during the experiment (Figure 2 ). These cropped faces were equated for mean pixel luminance. They were shown in full color and subtended approximately 2.95˚× 4.02˚of visual angle.
PROCEDURE
Al procedures for Experiment #1 have been described in a recent paper (Rossion and Caharel, 2011) and will only be briefly summarized here. Two times 43 instances of each of the four kinds of stimuli (86 × 4 trials in total) were presented in random order ( Figure 2A ) and participants had to judge whether the stimulus was an object (face or car) or a "texture" (scrambled versions) To ensure that PS results were replicable and also to increase signalto-noise ratio, she performed the experiment eight times in total (two recording sessions in December 2008; December 2009; March 2010; and June 2010) leading to a total of 688 trials for each condition for her. Grand averages of all sessions are reported, and the data of each individual session are also displayed. The timeline of events in Experiment # 2 is shown in Figure 2B , in which upright and inverted faces (random order) were presented and participants had to press one key if the stimulus was upright and another key if the stimulus was inverted. They performed 90 trials per condition in one session (30 stimuli in each set repeated three times each). Again, to ensure that her results were Figure A1 in Appendix displays the electrodes layout) with a left mastoid reference. Electrodes were positioned according to the standard 10-20 system with additional intermediate positions. Two pairs of bipolar electrodes were used to record vertical and horizontal eye movements. Electrode impedances were maintained below 10 kΩ during recording. EEG analog signal was digitized at a 1000-Hz sample rate and a digital analog-aliasing filter of 0.27 * sampling rate was applied at recording (at 1000 Hz sampling rate the usable bandwidth is 0 to approximately 270 Hz).
Electroencephalography data were analyzed using ASA 4.6 (ANT, Inc.), Brain Vision Analyzer (2.0), and custom-made routines in Matlab 7.0. EEG was filtered with a band-pass filter of 0.1-30 Hz. Time points in the filtered data at which the absolute amplitude of the EEG exceeded ±120 μV were marked as EEG artifact or blink artifacts. Trials containing EEG artifacts were rejected from further analyses, as were trials containing an incorrect behavioral response. Data was then averaged in epochs from 200 ms pre-stimulus onset to 800 ms post-stimulus onset. Averages were baseline corrected using the 200-ms pre-stimulus epoch and re-referenced to a common average reference.
MEG RECORDING AND ANALYSES
Magnetoencephalography data were acquired using a whole-head, 306-sensors (102 magnetometers and 102 pairs of orthogonally oriented planar gradiometers) VectorView system (Elekta Neuromag Oy). The MEG unit was housed in a light magnetically shielded room (MSR). Signals were sampled at 1 kHz within online band-pass filtering 0.03-330 Hz. The position of PS' head was monitored continuously by four head-position indicators (HPI) coils. To measure eye movements and blinks, electrooculogram (EOG) was recorded from two pairs of bipolar electrodes placed above and below one eye (VEOG) and on the outer canthus of each eye (HEOG). Experiment 1 was run three times in a single session, though HPI problems toward the end of the second run resulted in loss of ∼20% of those trials. Experiment 2 was run once during a separate session on the following day.
Initial preprocessing of the MEG data used signal space separation (SSS; Taulu and Simola, 2006) as implemented in the MaxFilter 2.0 software (Elekta Neuromag, Helsinki). This approach re-expresses the data in terms of linear combinations of sphericalharmonic basis functions describing two separable subspaces that reflect sources originating inside and outside the sensor array. The origin was set to the center of the head, defined as the best-fitting sphere to the digitized scalp points (excluding points on the face and nose). This SSS representation was then used in three steps. First, "bad" channels were detected using the initial 20 s of data from each session, which were uncontaminated by HPI signal (no bad channels were detected). In the second step, head-movement correction was applied every 200 ms (estimated total translation within each session was less than 3 mm), and noise from sources beyond the outer sphere, or from within the space between the inner and outer spheres (that would produce components in inner and outer spheres that are temporally correlated) was removed using the temporal extension of SSS (Taulu and Simola, 2006) . In a third step, the movement-corrected head position in each session was virtually transformed to a common location across sessions relative to the default device space. This was achieved by moving the origin of the sphere fit to PS's headpoints to a point (0, 13, −6) in device coordinates (appropriate for the typical head-size according to the Elekta Neuromag Users Manual), and rotated such that the head coordinate system, defined by the pre-auricular and nasion fiducial markers, was aligned to the device coordinate system. Data were downsampled to 250 Hz (with anti-aliasing filter).
The SSS-processed continuous data were then analyzed with SPM5 2 and custom-made routines in Matlab 7.0 3 , emulating the same preprocessing steps as for PS's EEG data, i.e., filtered within a band of 0.1-30 Hz, epoched from −200 to +800 ms (baseline corrected from −200 to 0 ms), and then epochs containing EOG deflections above ±120 μV rejected prior to averaging over epochs for each condition to create event-related fields (ERFs) for each condition (resulting in at least 146 artifact-free trials for each of the four conditions in Experiment 1, and at least 83 trials for each of the two conditions in Experiment 2).
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF ERP AND ERF DATA
In normal participants, two clear visual ERP components elicited by the different sets of stimuli were analyzed: the P1 (maximal at approximately 100 ms), and the N170 (maximal at approximately 150 ms). Amplitude values of these components were measured at the different pairs of occipito-temporal electrodes in the left and right hemisphere where they were the most prominent (P8/7, PO8/O7, PPO10h/9h, and PO10/9). Amplitudes were quantified for each condition as the mean voltage measured within 30 ms windows centered on the grand average peak latencies of the components' maximum. Peak latency of both components were extracted automatically at the maximum amplitude between 70 and 140 ms for the P1, and at the minimum value between 120 and 190 ms for the N170 at the pairs of occipito-temporal electrodes where these components were the largest. A similar approach was taken to the ERFs recorded from the MEG magnetometers [the root-mean-square (RMS) of the planar gradiometer data showed similar results, as shown in figures in Appendix].
The amplitude and latency values of each component were then submitted to separate repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). Three within-subject factors were used: Shape (nonscrambled, scrambled), Category (faces, cars), and Hemisphere (right and left). Post hoc comparisons were performed using post hoc t -tests (p < 0.05). All effects with two or more degrees of freedom were adjusted for violations of sphericity according to the Greenhouse-Geisser correction.
For the ERP data, this analysis was performed for the younger control group and for PS, although the electrodes selected were slightly different for PS because the topography was not identical to control participants (see Results). For PS we used the eight repetitions of the experiment. The four age-matched controls performed only one repetition of the experiment and were not analyzed as a group, but their individual data were compared to PS. The comparison between PS (once again using all eight experiment repetitions averaged together) and the control group was performed using the Crawford and Howell's method for single cases (Crawford and Howell, 1998) .
For MEG data, the U -Mann-Whitney was chosen whenever the analysis was performed across trials because the distributions of latency across trials, especially when only one subject is considered rather than across subjects on trial-averaged EEG data, were not Gaussian, most likely because defining latency in noisy individual trials is error-prone.
RESULTS EXPERIMENT 1: FACES vs. OBJECTS
Behavioral data
Mean accuracy and response time to correct responses for each experimental group are reported in Table A1 in Appendix. Performance was almost flawless in this easy task, with PS and age-matched controls scoring above 99% in all conditions. Young controls performed between 95.5 and 97.8%. PS' average RTs in the first session did not differ from those of controls [Faces: t (14) = 0.14, p > 0.05; Cars: t (14) = 0.79, p > 0.05; Scrambled Faces: t (14) = 0.48, p > 0.05; Scrambled Cars: t (14) = 0.57, p > 0.05].
Electrophysiological data
P1 component.
Normal controls. The first electrophysiological response evoked by the presentation of all four stimuli in young controls, the P1, peaked at about 100 ms (Table 1; Figure 3A ) reaching its highest amplitude at P8/P7 and lower channels for all conditions. Similar pattern was observed in the group of age-matched controls ( Figure 3B) .
In the group of younger controls, there was a main effect of Category on P1 amplitude [F (1, 10) = 8.31, p < 0.05], reflecting the larger response to faces and scrambled faces than cars and scrambled cars ( Figure 3A ; see also Rossion and Caharel, 2011) . There was no effect of Shape or interaction between the two factors (ps > 0.05). All other effects were non-significant (all ps > 0.05).
Regarding P1 latency, there was a significant interaction between Category and Shape [F (1, 10) = 7.83, p < 0.05] due to slower responses to scrambled faces than faces [t (10) = 2.28, p < 0.05] and scrambled cars [t (10) = 2.50, p < 0.05].
Prosopagnosic patient. The prosopagnosic patient also exhibited a lateral positive electrophysiological response peaking at about 100 ms in all experimental conditions, identified as the P1. It reached its largest amplitude between 100 and 120 ms, about 10 ms earlier in the left than in the right hemisphere. In all cases, it was delayed and slightly larger for scrambled stimuli ( Table 2 ; Figures 4 and 5) .
In between the lateral P1 component (86-96 ms), there was an unusual (i.e., absent in normal controls) negative component recorded on the electrodes above the right hemisphere lesion (Figure 4) . This response then changed polarity after the P1 peak, becoming positive at about 120 ms and until the time window of the N170 (Figure 4) . This unusual time-locked visual component observed over the lesion site complicates the identification of the "real" P1 for the patient PS. Nevertheless, the P1 could be measured adequately due to its lateral distribution and its peak falling in between the maxima of the unusual component.
A statistical analysis was carried out using the eight repetitions performed by PS. To this end, latency and amplitude values were averaged over all four electrodes located away from the lesion where the P1 component was maximal before 120 ms (PO8/09, PPO10h/9h, PO6/5, and P8/7). For the P1 amplitude, there were main effects of Shape [F (1, 7) = 8. Frontiers in Human Neuroscience www.frontiersin.org FIGURE 3 | Visual ERPs elicited by all stimulus types in the group of younger controls (A) and age-matched controls (B) highlighting the sensitivity to faces of the P1 and N170 (the ROIs are based on four channels indicated on the topographic maps). Note that the P1 was larger in amplitude both to faces and phase-scrambled faces than to cars and phase-scrambled cars. In contrast, the N170 was small for meaningless (phase-scrambled) stimuli, and showed a larger response to faces than cars. . These unusual components (indicated in the figure with an asterisk) were most prominent before and after the lateral P1 component. The P1 topography (at the latency at which the component reached its highest amplitude) for the age -matched controls is also shown for comparison.
p < 0.001], which was qualified by an interaction between Shape and Category [F (1, 7) = 5.98, p < 0.05]. This interaction was due to an earlier P1 latency for faces compared to scrambled faces [t (7) = 7.53, p < 0.001], while the latency delay for scrambled cars as compared to cars was significant [t (7) = 4.85, p = 0.002] but smaller ( Figure 5 ). There was also a main effect of Hemisphere [F (1, 7) = 56.92, p < 0.001] due to higher latency values in the right than in the left hemisphere.
PS vs. controls
An index of P1 face-sensitivity in amplitude, which is due to lowlevel visual cues, was computed for each participant (11 younger controls, 4 age-matched controls, and PS) by averaging EEG epochs to faces and scrambled faces to compare to cars and scrambled cars averaged (right hemisphere only). The average and SD of the difference was for younger controls: 1.00 ± 1.51, age-matched controls: 0.48 ± 1.00 and PS: 0.21 ± 1.24). Therefore, while PS' positive difference on the P1 (face-sensitivity) is of small amplitude, it was not out of range of the controls, and in fact, two age-matched controls and three younger controls did not present with any positive difference on the P1. In summary, PS' first component in response to visual stimuli could be identified as the P1, with a lateral occipital topography. It was prominent on the same electrodes as normal participants, even though its late response, particularly on the more medial channels, appeared to be contaminated by the presence of unusual components over the lesion sites. There was no evidence of a sensitivity to low-level visual cues of faces for PS' P1 (i.e., larger amplitude to faces and scrambled faces than cars and scrambled cars), contrary to young controls taken as a group (Figure 3) . However, such effects were not found in all individual controls, so that it is impossible to conclude for any abnormality in PS data at this level.
N170 component.
Younger controls: group analysis. The N170 peaked at about 150 ms. It was most prominent over lateral occipital electrodes (P8/7, PO8/7, PO10/9, PPO10h/9), especially in the right hemisphere, and it reached its highest amplitude at P8/P7 (Figure 3) . It was larger for the intact versions of the stimuli and slightly delayed for cars (Table 3; Figure 3 ). There was a significant main effect of Shape Figure 6 ) in which 86 trials were presented for each condition. The first response was identified as a P1, which did not differ much across conditions, but was slightly delayed and larger for scrambled stimuli. The second visual component showed a typical N170 response profile (see the topographic maps displayed at the latency at which the N170 amplitude was highest) only in the right hemisphere (larger response to meaningful stimuli, larger and earlier response to faces than cars). Its topography was slightly different than in normal controls due to the presence of a large unusual visual component recorded on the right posterior medial channels, over the main right hemisphere lesion (indicated in the figure with an asterisk). The "N170-like" component, recorded on electrode sites over the left lateral occipital channels, did not show any of the characteristics associated with an N170, presenting the largest response to phase-scrambled stimuli and the lowest and most delayed response to faces. Different ROIs are presented because the larger response to faces than the other conditions was most pronounced on more anterior lateral channels (B,C) than on channels where all conditions elicited the largest N170 (A). 
Prosopagnosia
Following the P1, there was a clear bilateral negativity that resembled the N170 component exhibited by normal participants (Table 4; Figure 5 ). In the right hemisphere, it started at about 145 ms and reached its highest amplitude at about 160 ms on lateral occipital electrodes, especially at P6, P8, PO8, PPO6h, and PPO10h. It was maximal for faces but it was also found for the other conditions albeit with a reduced amplitude, and with a latency delay for pictures of cars ( Figure 5 ). It coexisted with the above-described positive unusual deflection that peaked in the Frontiers in Human Neuroscience www.frontiersin.org right medial occipital electrodes around 140 ms and was present for all conditions (Figure 5 ).
In the left hemisphere, there was also a large negative deflection that was maximal at lateral occipital electrodes but it differed in several aspects from the negativity observed in the right hemisphere. Specifically, it appeared around 15 ms earlier than in the right hemisphere and coexisted with the unusual positive deflection observed in the lowest, right medial occipital electrodes. Additionally, it reached its highest amplitude also later, at around 170 ms ( Figure 5 ) and was located on slightly more parietooccipital channels. Most importantly, it was much smaller for faces than for the remaining conditions ( Figure 5) .
These atypical characteristics clearly indicate that this left hemisphere response did not correspond to the normal N170 component as observed both in healthy individuals and on right lateral occipital electrodes for PS. Consequently, analyses were performed for the right hemisphere only, using the averaged latency and amplitude values over the five electrodes where the component was maximal, and only the factors of Shape (non-scrambled, scrambled) and Category (faces, cars) were used.
In the right hemisphere, there was a main effect of Shape [F (1, 7) = 153.87, p < 0.001] on N170 amplitude. This was due to larger values for intact than scrambled stimuli. There was also a main effect of Category [F (1, 7) = 10.92, p < 0.05] because of larger amplitude for faces/scrambled faces than for cars/scrambled cars. However, the interaction between these two factors failed to reach significance [F (1, 7) = 0.37, p = 0.56].
The statistical analysis on the latency in the same hemisphere revealed that there was a main effect of Category [F (1, 7) = 37.47, p < 0.001] but also an interaction involving the factors of Shape and Category [F (1, 7) = 29.23, p < 0.001] due to a longer latency for cars compared to faces [t (7) = 6.74, p < 0.001] and compared to scrambled cars [t (7) = 3.68, p < 0.05], and for scrambled faces compared to faces [t (7) = 3.99, p < 0.05].
In summary, the N170 resembled the component observed in normal participants only in the right hemisphere since it was larger for meaningful than scrambled stimuli, and larger for faces compared to cars. It was also significantly delayed for cars as compared to faces, as in normal controls of this study.
The above-described pattern was observed in all eight repetitions of the experiment (Figure 6 ) and also when the data was re-referenced to Fz, a procedure that was done because the data could have been potentially affected by an average reference that incorporated electrodes where the unknown (large) component was present (Figure A2 in Appendix).
Finally, it is also worth noting that the selection of electrodes for the ROI of the right hemisphere was based on the observation that the largest negative peak was found on the same channels for all conditions (Figure 5) . However, the largest difference between faces and the other conditions was observed on the most anterior and lowest of the five channels (P8; Figure 5 ), which is generallyor is among one of -the optimal channel(s) to disclose the N170 face effect (Rossion and Jacques, 2008) . For patient PS, averaging conditions over P8 and the more anterior and lower neighboring channels over the right occipito-temporal lobe (P10, TPP8h, TPP10h) showed the clearest face effect on the N170 (Figure 5 ).
PS vs. controls: comparison of effects.
We performed a PS-based analysis for which we used the electrode where the patient presented the highest N170 amplitude value to the presentation of faces in most of the eight repetitions of the experiment (P8). Then, we also performed an individual-based analysis for which we used the electrode where every participant had the highest amplitude value for faces. In the case of PS, we took the electrode where she had the highest value for each application of the paradigm. Note that in all cases this analysis involved only the right hemisphere.
PS-based analysis. There were no differences regarding the amplitude [t (14) = 0.55, p = 0.30] and the latency [t (14) = 1.5, p = 0.08] of the N170 component in response to faces between PS and controls. There were no differences either in response to cars [amplitude: t (14) = 0.33, p = 0.37; latency: t (14) = 1.36, p = 0.10].
We also computed a Normalized face effect index [NFEI = (faces − cars)/(faces + cars)] for which there was no difference between PS and controls [NFEI amplitude: t (14) = 0.67, p = 0.26; NFEI latency: t (14) = 0.00, p = 0.50]. Taken together, these results show that PS' electrophysiological response to faces and objects did not differ significantly from that presented by normal participants. Admittedly, there is quite a large variance among individual participants in the N170 response to faces and other stimuli, which may have masked abnormal latencies and amplitudes for PS. However, this variance is part of the phenomenon of interest, and we can safely conclude that there is no reason to believe that PS shows a different pattern of N170 response in the right hemisphere compared to normal observers. Experiment 2 aimed at reinforcing this conclusion by testing the effect of inversion, a manipulation that is known to affect the latency and amplitude of the N170 in response to faces.
EXPERIMENT 2: FACE INVERSION
Behavioral data
Performance was above 93% for all conditions and PS' accuracy was the highest ( For controls there was no difference in response time between upright and inverted stimuli [t (14) = 1.76, p = 0.09]. However, PS responded more rapidly to inverted faces (mean = 701.96 ± 94.95 ms) compared to upright faces [mean = 742.57 ± 88.73 ims; t (7) = 5.41, p < 0.01]. Note that this difference does not reflect a face inversion effect per se, in the sense that the task was merely to classify faces across orientation not identity.
Electrophysiological data
Normal controls. For the sake of brevity, in the following we will concentrate on the N170 results since the P1 component did not exhibit any characteristic worth mentioning in addition to those already described for the previous experiment.
For control participants, the N170 was delayed and larger for inverted faces compared to upright faces, although the effect was clearer on amplitude for age-matched controls (Figure 7 ) than in the group of younger controls, for which only four out of eight participants presented with a higher amplitude for inverted than upright faces. (Figure A4 [F (1, 7) = 18.11, p < 0.001] due to longer latencies for inverted than upright faces.
Prosopagnosia. As in the previous experiment, here PS also presented with a negative peak between 140 and 190 ms on lateral occipital electrodes (Figure 7 ), but it corresponded to an N170 only in the right hemisphere (Figure 7 ). There was a larger amplitude for inverted than upright faces [t (7) = 5.42, p = 0.001].
Although there was a delay for inverted faces in six of the sessions at least (Figure 6 ), the opposite effect was found in session 7, so that overall there was no significant difference between conditions in terms of latency [t (7) = 1.55, p = 0.17]. The opposite effect appeared to be related to a delayed P1 component for upright faces in that session (Figure 6 ). To take into account this pre-N170 difference, we selected the electrode where the N170 was highest and subtracted the P1 latency from the N170 latency. This peak-to-peak analysis revealed that the N170 (-P1) in response to inverted faces was significantly delayed compared to upright faces [t (7) Figure A3 in Appendix].
MEG DATA (PS ONLY)
Experiment 1
In all experimental conditions, the magnetometer MEG data from PS exhibited a first magnetic deflection (M100) between 80 and 120 ms, analogous to the P1 in her EEG data, with a dipolar field pattern (positive on right, negative on left; see Figure A5 in Appendix) suggestive of an occipital generator. This was followed by a second deflection, at least for faces, that again started at about 145 ms, and was associated with a more complex field pattern suggestive of at least two dipolar sources (with a more superior negative lobe plus a more inferior positive lobe on the right, reflected in the left; see Figure 8 ). Cars produced a similar field pattern of weaker amplitude, while scrambled images produced a simpler field pattern of similar magnitude. The corresponding topographic plots for the RMS of the planar gradiometers are shown in Figure A6 in Appendix.
In order to parallel the EEG analysis, pairs of homologous left and right hemisphere ROIs were defined on the basis of MEG channels showing maximal deflection for all conditions from 120 to 190 ms vs. baseline (though note that, for the magnetometer data, the sensors showing the maximal deflection will not be directly above the underlying current generator). Two such ROI pairs were defined, based on the three channels showing the maximal negative deflection in either the left hemisphere (the "superior" ROI pair in Figure 9 ), or in the right hemisphere (the "inferior" ROI pair in Figure A7 in Appendix). In both of these superior and inferior pairs, the right ROI, but not the left ROI, showed a greater deflection for Faces than the other three conditions, which peaked around 160 ms (henceforth the M170). This pattern of face-sensitivity in both of the right ROIs, but in neither of the left ROIs, is consistent with one dipolar generator in each hemisphere (rather than two midline generators), only the right of which was sensitive to faces. The median latency across trials of the maximal negative deflection in Figure 9 was 164 ms for Faces, 160 ms for Cars and 164 ms for both scrambled images. A 2 × 2 × 2 mixed effects ANOVA on the mean amplitude during this time window within each ROI for each trial showed a reliable three-way interaction between Hemisphere, Category, and Shape, F (1, 614) = 5.52, p < 0.05. Follow-on between-trial ANOVAs on each hemisphere separately showed a reliable interaction between Category and Shape in the right ROI, F (1, 614) = 6.51, p < 0.05, but not in the left ROI, F (1, 614) < 1. Post hoc pairwise comparisons across conditions in the right ROI showed that Faces produced more negative deflections than any other of the three conditions, t s > 2.282, ps < 0.05, two-tailed [the only other significant pairwise difference was more negative deflection for Scrambled Faces than Cars, t (301) = 2.11, p < 0.05].
For the left ROI, the main effects of Category, F (1, 614) = 3.17, p = 0.08, and of Shape, F (1, 614) = 3.602, p = 0.058 approached significance, with trends for more positive responses for Scrambled vs. Intact stimuli, and for Face-derived than Car-derived stimuli. Only the pairwise difference between Scrambled Faces and Cars reached significance, t (301) = 2.68, p < 0.01. The absence of a clear M170 component in the left hemisphere, coupled with the reliable interaction with Hemisphere, supports the EEG findings FIGURE 9 | Evoked responses averaged across three channels for the more superior left and right ROIs in Experiment 1 (see Figure A7 in Appendix for more inferior ROIs). These channels were chosen as those with the maximal negative deflection vs. baseline in the right hemisphere from 120 to 190 ms, averaged across conditions, highlighted in white on topography below (these are Neuromag channels "MEG2441," "MEG2311," and "MEG2231" for the right ROI, and "MEG1841," "MEG1631," and "MEG1911" for the left ROI).
in suggesting the presence of a Face-related M170 in the right hemisphere only.
Experiment 2
As in the previous experiment, the magnetometer MEG data from PS exhibited a first magnetic deflection (M100) between 80 and 120 ms, with a dipolar field pattern (positive on right, negative on left; see Figure A8 in Appendix) suggestive of an occipital Frontiers in Human Neuroscience www.frontiersin.org generator. This was followed by a second deflection that was maximal around 160 ms, and was associated with a more complex field pattern for Faces, as in Experiment 1 (with a more superior negative lobe plus a more inferior positive lobe on the right, reflected in the left; see Figure 10 ). Inverted faces produced a simpler field pattern of similar magnitude, though with a less marked dipolar pattern over the left hemisphere. The corresponding topographic plots for the RMS of the planar gradiometers are shown in Figure A9 in Appendix. As in the previous experiment, two pairs of ROIs were defined, based on the negative and positive lobes within each hemisphere. The three channels showing the maximal negative deflection vs. baseline in the right hemisphere, and their left hemisphere homologs, were identical to those in Experiment 1 (Figure 11) . The more inferior ROIs, defined by the maximal negative deflection in the left hemisphere, contained three channels close to those in Experiment 1, but slightly more inferior (see Figure A10 in Appendix).
The evoked fields from the more superior ROI pair showed a M100 in both hemispheres, but an additional positive deflection (at least for upright faces) in the left ROI, whose original is unclear (and which was not seen in Experiment 1). Nonetheless, as in Experiment 1, a M170 component was only seen in the right ROI, which appeared delayed for Inverted relative to Upright Faces. Indeed, the median latency across trials of the maximal negative deflection in the right ROI in Figure 11 was 152 ms for Upright Faces and 168 ms for Inverted Faces, a difference that was reliable using a Mann-Whitney non-parametric test, U (167) = 2333 (Z = 3.69), p < 0.001, two-tailed.
Using a 30-ms window centered on the median latency for each condition separately, a 2 × 2 mixed effects ANOVA on the mean amplitude during this time window within each ROI for each trial showed a reliable main effect of Hemisphere, F (1, 165) = 177.82, p < 0.001, but no main effect of Inversion or interaction, F s(1, 165) < 1.29, p > 0.26. Follow-on pairwise comparisons did not show a reliable amplitude difference in either left, t (165) = 0.68, p = 0.50, or right, t (165) = 0.94, p = 0.345, ROI. Thus, like with the EEG data, there is a clear component evoked by both upright and inverted faces around 160 ms in the right but not left ROI, though unlike the EEG data, this component had a greater latency, rather than greater amplitude, for inverted relative to upright faces. The more inferior pair of ROIs did not show the same pattern of results, possibly reflecting a different generator (Figure A10 in Appendix).
DISCUSSION
Despite her well established prosopagnosia and her extensive brain damage, PS presented the traditional N170 amplitude increase in response to faces compared to non-face stimuli on the right occipito-temporal electrodes. Although the presence of unusual large components over the lesion sites disrupted the N170 scalp topography at right occipital medial sites, PS' right N170 appeared to be of normal absolute amplitude for faces, and differential amplitude with respect to the N170 elicited by pictures of cars. The N170 also exhibited an amplitude increase and delay for inverted faces compared to upright faces, as found in normal observers with an intact brain. These results were replicated across several EEG recording sessions. The early face-preferential response over the right hemisphere was also found for the patient in an independent MEG recording session, showing remarkable similarities (timing, delay for inverted faces) between the M170 and N170, and suggesting that PS' N170 was not overly distorted by the deformations in her skull/scalp or the lesions in her cortex (Figure 1) .
Behaviorally, PS is able to categorize a visual stimulus as a face, being as good and as fast as normal observers (e.g., Schiltz and Rossion, 2006; . Neuroimaging studies have also shown a larger response to faces than objects in her right fusiform gyrus (FFA) and pSTS (Rossion et al., 2003a; Sorger et al., 2007) , and the magnitude of this higher response to faces in fMRI does not appear to differ between PS and normal controls in these studies. The present electromagnetic findings thus complement these observations by showing that PS' brain differentiates between faces and other categories as early as normal observers, that is well before 200 ms. This result is in agreement with the view that the N170 face effect is related to the initial perception of a stimulus as a face or, in other words, to the activation of a generic face representation in high-level visual cortex (Bentin et al., 1996; Sagiv and Bentin, 2001; Rossion and Jacques, 2011 for a review) . Moreover, the delay and amplitude increase of the N170/M170 to inverted faces is also in agreement with PS' behavioral performance: she is capable of 
Frontiers in Human Neuroscience
www.frontiersin.org FIGURE 11 | Evoked responses averaged across three channels for the more superior left and right ROIs in Experiment 2 (see Figure A10 in Appendix for more inferior ROIs). These channels were chosen as those with the maximal negative deflection vs. baseline in the right hemisphere from 120 to 190 ms, averaged across conditions, highlighted in white on topography below (these are Neuromag channels "MEG2441," "MEG2311," and "MEG2231" for the right ROI, and "MEG1841," "MEG1631," and "MEG1911" for the left ROI).
telling an upright from an inverted face (see also . However, the patient's difficulties arise when faces have to be individualized, with several recent behavioral studies showing that the patient is no longer able to individualize faces using holistic processes Ramon et al., 2010; Van Belle et al., 2010) . Therefore, we would expect that when sensitivity to individual faces is tested, PS' electrophysiological response to faces could be different than that of normal observers. Testing this hypothesis could be done by recording the N170/M170 in the context of a face identity adaptation paradigm. That is, in normal subjects, the N170 is reduced in amplitude when the same face is immediately repeated compared to the presentation of a different face (e.g., Heisz et al., 2006; Jacques and Rossion, 2007; Ewbank et al., 2008) . However, in the same way that PS' FFA does not show sensitivity to individual faces in such adaptation paradigms (Schiltz and Rossion, 2006) , we would predict that PS' N170 as identified in the present study would be of equal amplitude to different and repeated individual faces.
THE RIGHT INFERIOR OCCIPITAL CORTEX IS NOT NECESSARY TO GENERATE THE RIGHT N170/M170 EFFECT
An important issue raised by our findings relates to the anatomical structures that support the N170/M170 face effect, in particular over the right hemisphere, where the N170 is typically the largest (e.g., Bentin et al., 1996; Rossion et al., 2003b) .
To remind the reader, in fMRI, preferential activation to faces is generally observed concomitantly at least in the inferior occipital gyrus (OFA), middle fusiform gyrus (FFA), and the pSTS.
Since PS presents a reliable N170/M170 amplitude modulation over the right hemisphere electrodes despite her well-defined lesion in the right inferior occipital gyrus, we can exclude this area as an indispensable structure for generating the N170/M170 increase to faces on the scalp. However, both the middle fusiform gyrus and the pSTS are intact in PS right hemisphere, and both areas show face-preferential responses as demonstrated in fMRI (Sorger et al., 2007) . Consequently, the present data suggest that face-preferential responses in the middle fusiform gyrus (FFA), and probably the pSTS, may be sufficient for generating the amplitude increase of the N170/M170 component in response to faces. This observation is in agreement with and complements the findings of significant correlations between fMRI signal and N170 amplitudes for faces in fusiform and superior temporal gyri, either using a parametric paradigm in which the amplitude of the N170 is modulated by varying the level of noise in a face stimulus (Horovitz et al., 2004) , or relying on the variance of signal across a large sample of participants (Sadeh et al., 2010) . They also provide new evidence supporting the claim of Dalrymple et al. (2011) that at least two of the three major functional areas must be functionally intact to generate the N170 face effect.
With respect to this issue and the findings made here, they are at least three caveats that should be mentioned.
First, our observation of a N170 face effect despite no right OFA does not eliminate the putative contribution of the (right) inferior occipital cortex to the generation of the right N170/M170 in the normal brain, and to its larger amplitude to faces. Indeed, the component recorded on the scalp reflects the combination of electromagnetic fields produced by multiple possible cortical current sources with overlapping time courses. It is likely that in the normal brain, all of these populations of neurons showing a preferential response to faces contribute to the N170 face effect, including the so-called OFA in the inferior occipital cortex (Rossion and Jacques, 2008; Henson et al., 2009) . Moreover, fields produced by current flows in opposite orientations may partially cancel out each other. Given this, the removal of one of the sources following brain damage might also paradoxically increase the amplitude of signals recorded on the scalp. Note that such an increase was not observed here for the patient PS, who showed a reliable enhanced N170/M170 to faces, but which nevertheless corresponded to one of the smaller effects observed in the controls. Moreover, the N170 maxima were recorded over the same electrodes as in normal controls, suggesting that the orientation of the equivalent dipole generating the component remained largely intact without any putative contribution from face-preferential clusters of neurons in the inferior occipital cortex.
A second caveat worth mentioning is that there is a huge amount of variability in the amplitude of the N170/M170 component, and its larger amplitude to faces, in the normal brain: these components and effects can be up to 10 times larger in one individual's brain as compared to another's. Hence, one cannot exclude that PS' N170/M170 face effect would have been much larger without the brain damage affecting her right inferior occipital gyrus.
Finally, the N170 (but not the M170) recorded on PS' scalp was not only significantly larger to faces than cars, but was also larger for scrambled faces than scrambled cars, unlike what was found in normal controls. This observation suggests that the early face-preferential response over PS' right hemisphere appears to be partially driven by low-level visual cues (e.g., color and spatial frequency spectrum, see Rossion and Caharel, 2011 there is evidence that low-level visual cues play a small role in driving face-preferential responses in the middle fusiform gyrus (i.e., in generating the FFA, Andrews et al., 2010; Yue et al., 2011; Rossion et al., in revision) , in particular color and spatial frequency spectrum as shown with the stimuli used here. Therefore, it may be that the enhanced sensitivity to low-level visual cues at the level of the N170 for PS is related to an increase of the contribution from face-preferential responses in the middle fusiform gyrus, given the absence of any possible contribution from sources in the inferior occipital cortex in the patient's brain. In this context, the lack of sensitivity to low-level visual cues from MEG data recorded in the same patient might reflect a larger contribution from sources localized in the upper or lower banks of the pSTS, which would be tangential to the recording electrodes on the scalp (e.g., Watanabe et al., 2003) . Despite these warnings, the present claim that the (right) OFA is not a necessary component for generating the early N170/M170 electrophysiological response on the scalp remains entirely valid and it is in agreement with the lack of correlation between the N170 amplitude and OFA signal across normal individuals (Sadeh et al., 2010) .
THE ABSENCE OF LEFT N170 FOLLOWING THE LEFT MIDDLE FUSIFORM LESION
The N170 shown by normal controls in response to faces was smaller in the left than in the right hemisphere. The larger amplitude for faces as compared to non-face objects is also typically smaller in the left than the right hemisphere, although it was not the case here (see Rossion et al., 2003b for evidence and discussion of this issue). Interestingly, we did not observe any N170/M170 or any other early face-preferential response for PS over left electrode sites. At first glance this observation is surprising because PS' posterior lesion in the left hemisphere is much smaller than in the right hemisphere (Sorger et al., 2007) . Moreover, it encompasses only the middle section of the fusiform gyrus on the ventral surface of the occipito-temporal cortex, further away from the scalp recording sites than the right hemisphere lesion. Hence, this observation is quite interesting because it supports the view that the left middle fusiform gyrus is not only sufficient but is perhaps a necessary component to generate a left N170/M170. Moreover, a left OFA, which is a small face-preferential activation not systematically found in PS' brain (Sorger et al., 2007) appears to be insufficient to generate the N170. Thus, considering the contrast between the findings at right (N170) and left sensors (no N170), our observations point to both a sufficient and necessary role of the middle fusiform gyrus in generating early face-preferential responses on the scalp. Interestingly, the ERP data of two braindamaged patients (R-IOT1; B-OT/AT1) tested by Dalrymple et al. (2011) support this view.
Having said this, we should acknowledge that the conclusions drawn from the present left hemisphere data on patient PS should be qualified because there are observations from other studies that qualify the claim that a FFA would be necessary to generate the N170. For instance, Bobes et al. (2004) reported a left N170 face effect in their prosopagnosic patient FE despite an extensive lesion of the left fusiform gyrus. Without functional activations, the integrity of the FFA and especially the OFA in the left hemisphere of their patient remains unknown, but the patient's lesions appeared to be much larger than PS and concerned a very large part of the middle fusiform gyrus. Most importantly, in the recent study of Dalrymple et al. (2011) , one patient had middle fusiform damage (and no FFA) in the right hemisphere and nevertheless presents with a N170 face effect on the scalp. Taken together, these observations highlight the important role of the right FFA in generating an early N170 face effect. However, they also indicate that integrity of the right middle fusiform gyrus is not always necessary to generate such an effect over the right hemisphere, providing that two other components of the face network (inferior occipital cortex and STS potentially) are intact.
THE EFFECT OF FACE INVERSION ON THE N170 AND M170 WITHOUT RIGHT INFERIOR OCCIPITAL CORTEX
PS' N170 and M170 over the right hemisphere electrodes was delayed in response to inverted faces, as in normal observers of the present study and in numerous previous studies, reinforcing the identification of the component as being the N/M170. In MEG, PS' M170 was not increased in response to inverted faces, and this observation is in agreement with the literature: Face inversion does not normally affect the M170 amplitude (e.g., Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 1998; Liu et al., 2002; Watanabe et al., 2003) .
Here, the traditional N170 increase of amplitude for inverted faces was found in many controls but not for all of them, and could reflect a difference in the respective contribution of the multiple sources generating the N170, depending on how the cortex is folded and thus how the sources are oriented with respect to the recording sites on the scalp. That is, sources in the inferior occipital cortex, where larger responses to inverted faces can be observed in intracranial recordings (Rosburg et al., 2010) , might contribute more to the scalp potential for some participants than sources in the middle fusiform gyrus, where responses to upright and inverted faces appear to be of equal magnitude (Rosburg et al., 2010) . However, this reasoning is at odds with the effect of inversion on PS' N170, since there was a large and significant increase of amplitude to inverted faces despite damage to her right inferior occipital cortex. There are at least two ways to account for these observations. First, PS' N170 increase to inverted faces might be due to other face-related sources, for instance in her pSTS, in which face-selective responses have been observed with fMRI (Sorger et al., 2007) . Second, and more likely, the increased N170 to face inversion may originate from non-faceselective cortical sources that are preserved in her right inferior occipital cortex, such as the ventral section of the lateral occipital cortex (vLOC, Sorger et al., 2007) , and in which larger responses to inverted faces have been observed in fMRI studies (e.g., Haxby et al., 1999) .
CONCLUSION
We observed early characteristic face-preferential response over the right but not left hemisphere in a patient presenting prosopagnosia following damage to the right inferior occipital cortex and left middle fusiform gyrus. These observations indicate that a right inferior occipital cortex is not necessary to produce early facepreferential responses in the human brain and suggest that facepreferential responses in the right middle fusiform gyrus (FFA) Frontiers in Human Neuroscience www.frontiersin.org
is an important component of such early N170 face-preferential responses associated with the activation of generic face representations. Frontiers in Human Neuroscience www.frontiersin.org FIGURE A7 | Evoked responses averaged across three channels for the more inferior left and right ROIs in Experiment 1 (see Figure 9 for more superior ROIs). These channels were chosen as those with the maximal negative deflection vs. baseline in the left hemisphere from 120 to 190 ms, averaged across conditions, highlighted in white on topography below (these are Neuromag channels "MEG2521," "MEG2321," and "MEG2341" for the right ROI, and "MEG1641," "MEG1941," and "MEG1921" for the left ROI). FIGURE A10 | Evoked responses averaged across three channels for the more inferior left and right ROIs in Experiment 2 (see Figure 11 for more superior ROIs). These channels were chosen as those with the maximal negative deflection vs. baseline in the left hemisphere from 120 to 190 ms, averaged across conditions, highlighted in white on topography below (these are Neuromag channels "MEG2331," "MEG2511," and "MEG2521" for the right ROI, and "MEG1931," "MEG1731," and "MEG1721" for the left ROI).
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